COVID-19 Cases to Date
North Shore (Bayside, Brown Deer, Fox Point, Glendale,
River Hills, Shorewood & Whitefish Bay) - as of October 30th
Changes from 10/29. This data is also available on our website.

*Confirmed with PCR test.

Cumulative Confirmed
Cases by Community
Bayside
120

NSHD October 2020 Newsletter

369 active cases (+19)

Brown Deer

418

IMPORTANT UPDATE: The North Shore is
moving back to Phase B of our reopening plan.

1,431 recovered cases (+51)

Fox Point

162

22 deaths (+0)

Glendale

479

River Hills

43

Shorewood

331

Whitefish Bay

320

October 30th, 2020 as of 4:00 p.m.

With the rising numbers of cases and our key
indicators no longer reflecting conditions where it is
safe to participate in non-essential public gatherings
and outings, the North Shore Health Department,
along with other suburban Milwaukee County Health
Departments are now strongly recommending all
residents and business fall back to PHASE B of the
Safe Opening Capacity Guidance effective October
30, 2020.
Risk mitigation is of primary importance this fall and
winter. By reducing the number of people in our
establishments and forgoing public gatherings, we
will maximize other mitigation efforts like wearing
cloth masks, cleaning and disinfecting and
handwashing. For businesses, we encourage you to
visit the Wisconsin Economic Development
Corporation (WEDC) and Occupational Safety and
Health Association (OSHA) websites for information
on safe business practices in your respective
industries. The mitigation strategies offered by these
agencies can further support our collective efforts to
slow the spread

1,873 Cumulative
Confirmed Cases* (+70)

__________________________

52 Antigen Positives** (+5)
**Positive with rapid-antigen test.

19 active antigen positives
33 recovered cases

The antigen positives may be
confirmed with a PCR test – if the
PCR test is positive, they are added
to the confirmed cases. If the PCR
test is negative, they are no longer
considered antigen positive.

Milwaukee County (as of October 30th – changes from day before)
41,932 Cumulative Confirmed Cases (+640)
317,267 negatives (+2,590)
585 deaths (+0)

Wisconsin (as of October 30th – changes reported by WI DHS)
220,092 Cumulative Confirmed Cases (+5,096)
46,833 active cases
1,817,061 negatives (+13,596)
1,972 deaths (+24)
11,145 ever hospitalized (+142) Percent ever hospitalized = 5.1%

Our top priority is to keep our residents, visitors, and
businesses healthy and safe during this health crisis. More Wisconsin COVID-19 data: Click Here
We hope these efforts will help to keep our friends,
neighbors, relatives, and co-workers in a safer environment moving forward.
See detailed Phase B Guidelines and the Phases Summary Table.
Wisconsin Southeast Region Health Alert & Call to Action: Do Your
Part, Stop the Spread
You have the power. Take action now. Do your part to stop the spread.
The health departments across southeast Wisconsin urgently state that
we have reached a critical level of the pandemic. Southeastern
Wisconsin is currently experiencing critically high levels of COVID-19 and
significant spread in our communities. Your help is necessary to reduce
the spread and to protect our families, our friends, and our community.
Continue reading Call to Action.

